
Shadow 711 

Chapter 711: Dear god, please stop time (2) 

But the one she falls in love with is the strongest person in the world. As such, normal story for love will 

never come for them. 

And if six years without Azief taught her something, it is this. 

She could live without him just fine. 

But, there are times when she looks at the sky and then she felt loneliness creep it. 

She could do things to forget that loneliness but she could do nothing to replace that emptiness she felt 

once in a while. 

And that emptiness could consume her. 

So, she knows, even after six years had passed, this heart still beats for him. 

Six years is a long time. But not long enough. 

She notices that he went somewhere else first. And she was angry. Then hours passed and her anger 

rises again. But when he finally came to her, all that anger dissipated. 

Because it would be too much of a waste. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content 
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The night is ending and while the stars no longer twinkle, and the darkness of night is slowly going to be 

replaced by dawn, it didn’t matter to her. 

She could be angry. 

But it is a waste of love. 

She had been waiting for him for six years. 

Why would she waste it in getting angry at him? 

And she could guess that he might be going away again. If not, why would he went to others first unless 

he has something that he doesn’t want her to know? 

He is always thinking of how to protect her. 

And while she likes being protected, she thinks she is strong enough to protect herself. But maybe 

strong enough, is not god enough for the strongest person in the world. 

The danger of staying beside such a powerful person is that the risk of encountering powerful enemies is 

higher. 

And the enemies that tangled with Death Monarch is not necessarily an enemy that she could tangle 

with 

And one could only imagine the thing that could make the strongest being on Earth afraid. 
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Because that what she sees when she sees his eyes. It was fear. And that fear is directed at her. And 

that’s why, she didn’t say anything else. 

Because there is nothing else that needs to be said. 

She only smile as her head is on top of his lap and she felt as punishment for being late she would sleep 

on his lap. She was about to try to close her eyes when Azief suddenly said 

‘Do you want me to make it night again?’ Azief said. Sofia then said 

‘Is this because you were late?’ Azief smiles and then he said 

‘You said you want more time. I could do that if you want’ 

She was silent for a while. Sofia, when he is with Azief, there is many things she wanted to do. But 

sometimes time pass very fast. 

So, one of her wishes was for God to stop time when they are together 

Maybe it is the childish wish of any person in love. As she was thinking of this, Azief said once again 

‘I could do that if you want’ 

‘Do it then’ Sofia said. 

Azief smile closes his eyes and then opened it back up 

blue aura swirls around his pupils. In his vision, he sees patterns strings and flowing colors that 

represented laws and all kinds of abstract thing. 

Laws of the world trembles. Waves of laws was stimulated. But no one could see it. 

Unlike some physical power, the changing of laws and the stimulation for the Laws of the world did not 

garner much attention. 

There is only a few that notice the changing of Laws all over the world 

It was not as obvious as gathering energies or using energy of the world to do something. But it was 

more powerful. Because it is manipulating the Laws of the world. 

Azief then waved his hand and the laws all over the world changed. 

That night there is already many shocks that Death Monarch had inflicted 

But as people who were about to go out from their house at dawn and open their stalls or go hunting, 

they were shocked to discover that as the sun is about to break dawn, clouds covered the world and 

stars seems to spin back to their original position during the night. Time and Space distorted all over the 

world. 

Days and night have switched 

Azief turns back day to night. He did not really changed time only the appearance of it. But that is 

enough. 



Sofia who were about to see the sun in the distance rising up suddenly see the outside getting darker 

and she only smiles 

And then she closed her eyes and fell asleep her head on top of Azief lap, smiling. She might be 

dreaming a good dream. Or maybe she smiles because her dreams have come true. 

Azief then slowly caress her hair and patting her head slowly and gently. She likes it so he does it 

‘Why is it when I am with you, I don’t know what to do? I look like an idiot’ Azief mutter this question. 

And he chuckles a bit 

Then he holds her hands. He holds it gently. He fears if he holds it too tightly, it would break. A glass that 

has been repaired should not be broken too many time 

There is a trace of sadness in his eyes. Because now each time he sees her, she is reminded of that 

vision. Of her holding her bow, with an arrow pointed towards him. 

An arrow that shines so brightly that its light was so bright it overshined the sun. It is bright, yet it was 

sad 

He sighs and close his eyes. He let her use his lap. Even if he doesn’t put it into words, he loves her. 

For her, he changes the laws of the world, delaying the night. 

It was like he was turning off the sun. 

if he continues doing it for a long period for time, probably many plants all over the world is going to wilt 

and die. 

The animals and even the monster might even go to a slumber thinking the hibernation period has 

started, flowers will not bloom and temperature would drop. 

It is fortunate that Azief is not entirely someone who is heartless. 

He could turn of the sun if he really wanted to. He could even probably seal it and refines it. 

But since he did not really want the world to die off, he only changes the appearance of night and day. 

In truth, dawn has break. 

Only Azief manipulated Time images. 

He superimposed the night scene of yesterday onto the sky of the world. It was like is pasting the night 

sky on the sun. The feeling is exactly like the night because he uses that night time as the template 

In other words, it is night but not night. 

When he dispels the effect, the sun would still be there like usual. 

But while Azief knows this, the other people all over the world didnt know this. 

And not everybody could discern such things since not everybody is on the same level as Death Monarch 



All they knew was that when the supposed time for dawn did not come, they panicked. They look at the 

sky and all the see was darkness and nights stars. 

The night stars are very beautiful but no one is in the mood to appreciate the beauty of the moon and 

the twinkling stars 

Some thought an Eternal Night is coming upon them. Some think that the world is going haywire. 

Nobody would have thought that Death Monarch would reverse night and day just because the Divine 

Archer wanted to sleep 

In that house with the white picket fence, there is two lovers that wishes for time to stop. 

And so time stop 

Chapter 712: The rumble of thunder 

Silence reigns all over the world, yet still one seems to hear the rumble of thunder and people who are 

wary look at the sky, and they pray 

Death Monarch returned and the Six Great Power of the world began to move. The movement of the 

world portend an ominous sign. 

From a dawn that did not came and the sudden break of afternoon everything pointed toward 

something ominous. 

Those with great power felt the disturbances of the forces of the world. Time and Space were distorted, 

the day reversed into night and Laws of the world was manipulated. 

The Eye in the Antarctica fixed its gaze to Pandemonium, the eye opened without closing like it fears to 

miss something, Storm Tide went out to the Sea and the Arrayist Sage stand guard at the walls of the 

Lotus Palace. 

Time Monarch Jean came out from his Room of Clocks and the undisturbed Quorum Council door was 

opened. 

The red sword on the foot of the Ice Mountain where the lofty goddess of Ice left that sword was finally 

once again wielded and the dark alley of Europe tremble in fear. 

And who knows what the other power did after sensing that power and seeing the reversal of day and 

night. 

But everyone knows why these unmoving titans suddenly moves 

It is because the world was shaken. 

The return of one person shakes the world and moves the seas and land. 

Because that one person is Death Monarch Azief. The name itself is resounding all over the world and 

with each step he takes, the world shakes. 

The seas were suddenly calm, the pirates hide in their pirate cove and they did not dare make any raids, 

waiting for the opportune moments 
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The Crime families all over the world halted their trades of weapons and new world drugs. 

They look at the sky. And they look at it fearfully. It was like the black robe of that person covers the 

whole world and the eye of “that person” is looking at them from above. 

It is not a pleasant feeling to know that someone could watch all of your movements. Those who could 

hide, hide. Those who could not, try not to stand out too much. 

The world welcomed the day after that person returned with mixed feeling. 

It seems after Death Monarch return back to Earth and swing his sword down from the Heavens, he 

went to Pandemonium and did not go out. 

And for a moment, the world could breathe easy for a while. They wished “that person” would stay 

there and not move too much. 

When titans walk the Earth, mountain would get flattened and seas would get stormy. As such, they did 

not wish for “that person” to walk too much. 

It would be better if “that person” would stay in Pandemonium like always. Nobody wants to be the odd 

one, fearing that they would get noticed. 

But on the second day, the Six Great powers began to convene in an emergency meeting between their 

leaders. 

And the world is once again shaken 

The story is reported in the White Owl news the moment the meeting was convened. All kinds of birds 

fly all over the world to spread the news. 

If that is not enough, even in the dark places where criminal families hide their tails, the spread of the 

news is even faster 

The White Owl had upgraded their services and it is easier for people to get their news from them 

Nobody knew how the White Owl got the news and how they infiltrate the security of that meeting but 

they spread the news all over the world. 

Anyone with any desire for self-preservation would always pay attention to the currents of the world. 

When the citizens of the six great Powers read the news, they were all anxious of what their leaders 

would do. 

These six years was peaceful for the most parts. 

In some region there is war and there is bloodshed. But one could say there is no large scale war and no 

large scale of destruction since the Article of Distribution was drafted and signed by all the great powers. 

By forbidding the participation of Disk Formation leveler into the battlefield and its strict enforcement it 

reduces unnecessary slaughter and collateral damage that would resulted in the attack of a Disk 

Formation leveler. 



It also reduces the damage to the world since Disk Formation leveler could control the energy of the 
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All in all, there is balance and peace. And peace is good. They fear that the fact six powers are meeting 

and excluding Pandemonium would lead to a war. 

And a war with Pandemonium, with Death Monarch in its helm is not a war that even the citizens of the 

six great power have the confidence to win. 

For the other six great powers residents they acknowledge the sayings that experts are in abundance in 

Pandemonium. 

Almost all the high ranking members of Pandemonium are all in Disk Formation. 

The three Great Generals of Pandemonium, Athena, Freya and Wang Jian is also Disk Formation leveler 

not to mention there is still Sofia the Divine Archer, Sina the Genius Alchemist, Will the Golden 

Speedster, Loki the Trickster, Shinji the Swift Sword and probably many other hidden experts in the 

Shadow Guards. 

And with Sasha the Nightingale returning with Death Monarch yesterday, that added another expert in 

the already formidable lineup of defenders of Pandemonium. 

Most of the people that is in Pandemonium is hardy and resilient people. 

This is not hard to deduce. To reach Pandemonium itself is a hard task for most people. 

There are seas around that continent and when there is an ocean to traverse, there will be sea monsters 

around it. 

For most experts of course they could fly through the sky or swim across the oceans or for some people 

who have bravery they could sails through the oceans with their ship. 

But to most people who did not pass Energy Disperse Stage and still manage to come to Pandemonium, 

that itself is a proof of determination and tenacity. 

If the Six Great Powers wanted a fight with Pandemonium, it would be a war that is not easy to win. 

If it was easy to win, they would have attacked a long time ago. And with Death Monarch in his throne, it 

might be possible that if they went into war, they would lose. 

Even though there is no longer any protection formation on the seas of Pandemonium, they still don’t 

have the confidence to fight head on with Pandemonium because there, sitting on that highest throne in 

Pandemonium, that lofty God clad in darkness is watching. 

That alone is enough deterrence 

This is because history has proven again and again of how Death Monarch always remains victorious no 

matter who his enemy was. 

It was proven many times with the clash between e Death Monarch and the World Government. 



He even fought the Heavens and won. Then if that is not enough, in his weakest moment, dozens of 

assassin tries to kill him. 

And even then “that person” did not die. It created the image of Death Monarch invincibility in the 

world. It is why people called him the strongest person in the world. 

That title is not some underserved title. 

That is why in the six years when “that person” is not on Earth, every time there is rumors that Death 

Monarch is already dead, people would ask many question 

If he is dead, where is his body? Who killed him? Where did he die? How did he die? Is there any 

witness? Who told you that he is dead? 

If there is no answer to these question, they would treat that rumors as only passing wind. 

People have always doubt the death of Death Monarch unless they could see with their own eyes, that 

Death Monarch is truly dead 

that is the deterrent effect of Death Monarch. 

Because there were so many times people have tried to attack Death Monarch friends, lovers and family 

when they think that he is dead only for him to return exacting vengeance. 

The reputation that Death Monarch had painted for himself had become so vivid in the minds of the 

people of the world that even in his absence and even with such rumors, people would rather not 

believe anything until they get one hundred percent confirmation that he is dead before they made any 

moves. 

And in the end, like always, Death Monarch finally returned. 

And he once again sits at that throne. Since the meeting started, the citizens of the Six Great powers is 

worried 

They wished that the meeting at the Island of Peace would not cause a great war. And they look at the 

sky and wished for a clear, bright sky with clouds all over. 

Chapter 713: The seven seats (1) 

ISLAND OF PEACE 

The waves are calm and the clouds are moving gently pushed by the breezy winds. Floating over the 

waves is a large island floating only inches above the wave. 

There is only one floating island that is that large and possess such weird ability to float above the waves 

in the world. 

The Island of Peace, the headquarters of the World Government. 

The Island of Peace today is very busy. On the North Side of the Island of Peace, there is a turtle waiting. 

On the south side, there is a spaceship with the crest of a lotus. 
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All over the island there is many things that would attract the attention of the people all with the crest 

that everyone who did not live under a rock for the past few years would recognize. 

And the entire Island is in high alert, the formation was lifted up as translucent golden dome covers the 

entire Island. 

Today, a conference meeting between the Great World Power was held in the Island of Peace and that is 

why there is all of this protection measure. 

They all have arrived and the Island is all in a tense mood. 

In the conference room of the meeting, everyone is determined to give their input of what they should 

do and what they have seen and done. 

And of course all of this matter would surely be related to “that person”. The room is dimly lit and 

everyone face is hard to see. 

Maybe that is why the room is dimly lit. They don’t want their expression to be so easy to read. 

Well, when one thinks of it, considering their abilities, it is not hard for them to see clearly even in the 

dark. 

But, it is equally hard to discern someone mood and feeling through their expression when all of them 

have so many abilities. 

Since that is the case, the dimly lit room is maybe just for the ambience for the occasion that they are 

about to speak. 

Dark words whispered in the darkness. 

There are seven seats inside the conference room surrounding a large round table. Each of the seven 

seats represent the seven powers of the world. 

Each of the seat have its own distinct design and whoever saw it would know which it belongs to with a 

simple glance 

One of the seat is designed with a lotus carving and resembled a lotus flower, looking elegant and 

beautiful. 

There is also a certain force around the seat that seems to calm one mind. If no one is sitting on the 

seat, it is surrounded by a fog that is naturally created by the surrounding. 

It is called the golden lotus seat. This seat could only belong to the Lotus Order that was tasked with the 

pacification of Asia. Sitting on that chair is Emperor Feng Jing of Wei. 

He looks around the room and his eyes narrowed when he saw someone. He is coming here because of 

the summon of other people. 

In truth, he did not want to get mired in this conflict. But he also knows that he had to answer the call. 

He just wishes to get this over it and he is slightly anxious right now because he knows who is up for a 

discussion this time 



There is a lot of topic the great powers had talked about in their meeting. But none make him so anxious 
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He had a lot to worry about right now at home. There is a disease that is going on in his continent right 

now. 

And he knows who is doing it. What he didn’t know is why is that person doing it. That is why his eyes 

narrowed when he saw Hirate. 

He knew he had to find an opportunity to talk with Hirate without arousing the suspicion of the other 

great powers. 

He did not want to be alienated by the other three great power if he is accused of colluding with one of 

the Three Giants. 

He sighed and he knew he had to wait for the opportune moment 

There is another seat in the room with a lot of stripped line design carved on the seat. There is fifty-four 

striped line carved onto the chair 

This chair belongs to the African Alliance. The fifty-four stripped line represent the fifty-four leaders of 

the Alliance. 

Out of the other great powers, the African Alliance was one of the fastest of the four great power to 

ensure stability and peace all across the African continent. 

The reason is because of the delegation of power and responsibility to each of its allied member 

But because of the large piece of pie that they have to share with each other, it is also the only one 

among the other great powers that have severe internal dispute with each other. 

Sitting on that seat is Nehanda Nunurai, the representatives of the Shona and one of the leading voices 

in the African Alliance 

Nunurai also scanned the room and it is clear that today he came with a purpose. Out of the seven great 

power, it appears like the African Alliance did not do much in the progress of humanity. 

But for the past of couple of years they have played an active role in nurturing great talents of humanity 

and have done a lot more progress when they discovered a metal mine that is unique in the world. 

The metal mine that they found in the African continent is different than the other metal mine around 

the world. 

The difference lies in the fact that the metal absorbed the energy of the Heaven and Earth and could be 

crafted into an artifact. 

The African Alliance supplied almost half of the new metal to all over the world. 

It is the same metal that is used to construct the iris of the Eye of Heaven that belong to the Order of 

Thinkers. 



They also tried to remove the influence of the Republic and the World Government in their continent 

but it is not as easy as they would like to. 

The World Government still had a strong presence in many regions in Africa and the Republic sometime 

supply the militant group that is resisting the African Alliance 

It is understandable then why Nehanda Nunurai look at Hirate with a bit of hostility. 

Then there is the seat carved with a fixture of an all-seeing eye and a carving of a goddess. 

This seat belongs to the Order of Thinkers and that eye refers to one of the most powerful man made 

artifact, the Eye of Heaven. 

The goddess image that is carved onto the seat is the Goddess Aletheia, the Goddess of Truth in Greek 

mythology and is known to be one of the important motif and symbols in the Order of Thinkers 

Sitting on that seat is none other than Eric Strauss, one of the members of the Order of Thinkers 

The Grand Researcher did not come this time as she would always never come to this gathering, more 

content to sit inside her Observatory. 

Then there is the chair with a carving of a turtle. 

This is none other than the seat that belongs to the League of Freedom and sitting on that seat is that 

bandaged person which shows only his eyes and mouth, Narleod the leader of the League of Freedom 

Every once in a while, his gaze would look toward the man in that large seat, flashing with hatred. 

And then there is three largest seat. These three large seat is different from the other four seats. From it 

sizes and to its meaning, it was entirely different 

These three seats are more accurately be described as royal thrones 

Chapter 714: The seven seats (2) 

And there is three of them which represent the Three Giants of the World power. The World 

Government, the Republic and Pandemonium, the top power of Earth. 

As to symbolize their influence and power over the Earth, their seats are the largest and also the most 

intricately designed. 

The World Government had a throne with a fixture on top of its throne of a globe representing the 

world. 

Sitting on that seat is none other than Hirate the Mind Master, looking bored out of his mind. 

He looks at Narleod on the other seat and he could sense the malice that Narleod hold for him. 

He frowned and then clicked his tongue. 

He never understood why Narleod and his organization keep targeting the World Government. And he 

hated the fact that he could not read Narleod mind. 
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He has some device that block his mental manipulation. He believes that it is because of the Inventor 

Ezio. 

One of these day he would get his hand on The Inventor. 

If not for the fact that The Inventor had so many backings from so many people, the World Government 

might not find it hard to capture that one insignificant person who is not even in Disk Formation. 

He only sighs and look at other direction and he caught the gaze of the Emperor of Wei. It is clear from 

his gaze that the representative of the Lotus Order is looking at him. 

‘hmm’ he muttered to himself. 

Across the throne of the of the World Government is another throne 

The other throne shows a sun, shining on three directions. This throne belongs to the Republic and the 

sun shining on three directions representing the three highest office of the Senate 

Sitting on that seat is a man who burly and muscly, Boris the Beast King. He did not appear anxious. 

Instead he appears to be apathetic and it is clear from his expression that he did not like to attend this 

meeting at all 

He then looks at Hirate and Hirate look at him. They look at each other and then they nodded at each 

other. 

Hirate probably transmitted something to Boris and Boris probably agrees what Hirate had transmitted 

to him. 

This slight gesture did not escape the eyes of the other that is present in the room. 

Even though, they are all the representatives of the great powers of the world, even among them there 

is differences and with differences come conflict. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 
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The new four great powers foundation is not as sturdy as the Three Giants of the World and as such they 

need to ally with each other and this is the impetus of the Three Giants allying with each other and the 

four new great powers allying among themselves to withstand the pressure of the Three Giants. 

And then there is a dark throne. 

Out of all the throne in the room, this throne is the largest of them all. 

Along the top of the chair there is leered dragons, each one swinging their folded tail toward the central 

seat of the throne for the throne itself is a three leaved. 

The center is the seat and on the other two sides is decoration. And in this dark throne is empty. 

It has always been empty. One could even see the dust that has collected itself on top of the seat. 

From the beginning it was constructed, until now, no one dares sit on that throne. 



Even Loki when he attended the conference with the other six great powers in the past did not fancy 

himself daring enough to sit on that throne. 

He would construct another throne for himself to represent Pandemonium. Though, instead of not 

daring, Loki probably is being respectful. He was after all at that time was only a Regent 

Yes, that empty seat belongs to that lofty person in Pandemonium. This meeting that is convened by the 

other Six Great Powers did not invite Pandemonium. 

It is not out of spite but out of protocol. Pandemonium had broken the Laws in the Article. 

And as such, they forfeit their participation in the conference until an appropriate response is meted out 

‘Anyone would like to say anything?’ Nunurai ask. There was silence and then he asks again 

‘Anyone?’ Narleod then held up his hand 

They all look toward Narleod. 

Hirate look at him and snorted. It is not a secret that both the League of Freedom and the World 

Government hated each other and schemed against each other in the dark. 

If not for the fact that the World government would raise universal condemnation by attacking League 

of Freedom, Hirate might have attacked and try to destroy League of Freedom openly. 

The other great power representative all look toward Narleod with attention 

The reason why they look toward Narleod is because he as the leading authority of League of Freedom 

had went to the Arabian Sea riding Storm Tide to look at the damage that sword from Heaven had 

inflicted 

The Order of Thinker tried to look at the event using the Eye of Heaven but then decided against it 

because they did not want to offend Death Monarch 

As for Hirate and Boris, they knew the other four great powers had always try to undermine the powers 

of the Three Giants. 

They did not like Pandemonium very much but they also recognize that they are also the part of the 

world order and in the pecking ranking, their three powers are up there on the top. 

And the World Government and the Republic did not want to break the current status quo. 

Narleod saw the expression of Hirate but he ignores it and then narrates what he saw when he arrives at 

the Arabian Sea. He saw the few that was not directly hit is still dead. 

Bodies probably fills the bottom of the sea. He had seen and look and verify Death Monarch thought. 

However, Narleod did not tell a few facts that he had discover like those who died, most of them are all 

members of the Crime Alliance. 

He also did not tell the leaders of how other people were transported out from the archipelago by Death 

Monarch one wave of his hand 



One that does not know Narleod, might think he is exaggerating Death Monarch brutality. 

But he did not do it for him. He does it for Death Monarch. The reason is because Narleod is an astute 

person. 

If he told the conference that Death Monarch save people, then that is a weakness that one could 

exploit. 

He doubts that Death Monarch would be very happy with him if he told the leaders of the world that he 

had save people even when he swings that sword. 

And there is also the fact that now, he knows the weakness of Death Monarch. Death Monarch is not as 

heartless as he appears to be. 

That is why he ride Storm Tide and went to the sea first. That is why he covers up the fact that Death 

Monarch did not kill everyone on that island. 

And it is also why Death Monarch allowed him. 

Narleod had notice a gaze when he arrived at the Arabian Sea. 

Even though he could not be sure one hundred percent, he was confident that gaze is from Death 

Monarch, looking at him from above. 

The fact no sword is coming down when he was sailing the sea to watch the archipelago destruction is a 

form of consent from Death Monarch 

Narleod had learned the price of offending Death Monarch. He once paid with his arm. It is not a 

pleasant experience. 

If he makes another mistake, who knows what body parts that Death March would ask for payment. 

If he asks for another arm, he would not be reluctant. But what if this time he asks for his head. Unlike 

other body parts, he still does not have the ability to regrow his head. 

Though, he knows some people that could regrow back their head, Narleod doubts that if Death 

Monarch cut off his head, he would still be alive. 

If there is one thing he knows about Death Monarch, if he really wanted to kill someone, that someone 

would not be alive. 

And Narleod is not someone that wanted to tempt Death on a daily basis. As long as he did not get his 

revenge, he must not die. 

All the people around the archipelago which Death Monarch had cut were all members of the Crime 

Alliance. Some of them were already turned to dust by the time he came there. 

And even though the sword was no longer there, when Narleod was there he could still feel the 

sharpness of that sword. 

It is something that is akin of a will that stay there even after Death Monarch was gone. 



He saw how the Will of the World trying to repel that damage that was inflicted to that part of the 

world. But the progress is slow. 

It also confirms the suspicion that Death Monarch had reached Divine Comprehension. After he finished 

relaying all of this information, he sat down on his chair and cease talking. 

He waited to see what the others would do. He also had his own scheme that he wanted to try against 

Pandemonium. 

Chapter 715: The seven seats (3) 

The archipelago of Socotra was one of the base of the Crime Alliance. 

This matter is known to some of the world power. That is why not all of them could rest easy when that 

sword descended down. 

Because they all know about the fact that the Crime Alliance base is there and some of them even 

cooperated with them in the past 

The World Government close one eye to them and at times even uses their services sometimes, the 

Republic influence on the other hand did not reach there but Boris too had some dealings with them 

while Narleod on the other hand still have colleague from his past there 

And as for the other great powers that knows about the base, they were not confident of taking on the 

Crime Alliance and some of them even profited in doing business with the Crime Alliance 

Crime Alliance is where darkness gathers. 

One might think the inability for the Great Powers to not act against one simple small base is related to 

the leader of the Crime Alliance which is Void 

That is the thoughts of the citizens and the people of the world. But different position has different ways 

of looking at things. 

To be more exact, the position of the six people in the meeting room is high, lower only to that lofty 

person sitting on his throne in Pandemonium. 

And since they are high up, they see things and knows things that the normal people won’t know. 

The right answer to that question of whether it is related to the leader of the Crime Alliance is that it is 

not related at all. 

Void, is a fearsome person and while he has some peculiarities in his abilities, he is not invincible or as 

powerful as even of the great generals of these great powers. 

If not for the fact that he has a suit of armor that could take up the damage of the Energy Disperse Stage 

and Disk Formation leveler, he would be so easy to kill. 

While it is true that anyone near him lose any of their power and turn into normal person without any 

power, that is only true in certain distance. 

When you are out of the distance which his power affects you, you still have your power and ability. 
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As such, to Disk Formation leveler, they are not entirely helpless when facing Void. 

It is just that Void acted stealthily when he wanted to and always attack when one relaxes their guards. 

He is crazy but not stupid. 

That is what makes his dangerous 

But the reason why it is hard to destroy one base is because Crime Alliance is the conglomeration of 

many crime families. 

It is not like some normal organized crime families. 

In the advent of Death Monarch and his harsh policy on criminal and crime families, these once 

murderous rivaling crime families had no choice but to band together even when they mistrust each 

other intentions. 

At that time, they wanted to survive. And they hide themselves in the darkness after the failed attempt 

on Death Monarch live during his fight with the Heavens. 

Then when Death Monarch went out of Earth, they went amuck. 

But they also made alliances and deals with many of the unstable great powers. 

And the most unstable forces at that time was the four new great powers that rise in the result of Death 

Monarch dividing the world continent 

They supplied weapons, medicines, poisons, and soldiers to these four great powers. And a relationship 

between them was formed. 

These crime families had to adapt to the new world order. A world where it is governed by Seven Great 

Powers 

But not all have a cooperative relationship with them. As for the case of World Government, they could 

easily cut off the relationship between them 

It is why in the conference, they could lazily hear about all of this and felt no emotions stirring. It is why 

they were not that worried about retaliation from Death Monarch 

That is because the relationship between the Crime Alliance and World Government was never an equal 

relationship. 

It has always been the World Government giving orders and the Crime Alliance had to oblige or 

otherwise that one closed eye would open and set its gaze upon the bases of Crime Alliance all over the 

world. 

And because there is still Supreme Commander Raymond of the World Government holding the fort 

Raymond the Earthshaker have been the deterrent force in the North America region which have the 

least activity from the Crime Alliance other than Pandemonium itself. 

The fact remains that to the Crime Alliance, Pandemonium is a forbidden land to them. 



The moment any person of Pandemonium sees a Crime Alliance members setting foot on 

Pandemonium, they would be executed. 

Unlike the other six great powers, the laws in Pandemonium is a little bit loose especially regarding 

killing criminals. 

There are laws in Pandemonium. But to call the law governing the people of Pandemonium is perfect is 

stretching the truth a little bit. 

But the reason why people behave in Pandemonium is simply because nobody wanted to be thrown off 

Pandemonium. 

Killing is forbidden. Unless there are some mitigating factors. One such factor is being a Crime Alliance 

members. 

As the crime families once conspire to kill the highest authority of Pandemonium, they have long been 

entered into the public kill list. 

As such Pandemonium has never had a problem with Crime Alliance member creeping in. After all, 

Pandemonium is under the feet of that lofty one 

if there is place no Crime Alliance member want to be caught themselves in, it is in Pandemonium. 

They wouldn’t even bother with a trial. They just kill you first when they know you are its member. 

The second day of Death Monarch returns, Narleod had come to the conference between the Six Great 

Powers and relay what he has seen 

It was clear to him that Death Monarch had once again improve himself and become a true Divine 

Comprehension leveler 

The other representatives frowned. 

Some of them even rubbed their forehead. 

‘This is a headache’ Eric Strauss said. No one understands why Eric said those words. 

Since Order of Thinkers is pretty low in the threats it posed to the world and toward Pandemonium, 

they should not be worried. 

They also rarely meddle with the matters of the world instead preferring to research thing in the green 

Antarctica. 

Only Boris seem to understand but he did not want to meddle in the matters of the Order of Thinkers 

Even if Death Monarch becomes more powerful, the leaders in this conferences doubts that Death 

Monarch would find trouble with Order of Thinkers 

As for the Emperor of Wei, his mind is on other stuff. Every once in a while, he would glance toward the 

direction of Hirate 

He too sighed 



‘I might need to ask his help’ he thought to himself. But while Emperor of Wei had his own 

consideration, the other clearly did not share the same worries that he have 

The news of Death Monarch reaching Divine Comprehension clearly shook some of them 

To many of the great personas that rule over the Six Great Powers, they have met a few pseudo Divine 

Comprehension leveler. 

Even though they called it pseudo Divine Comprehension leveler, they did not regard them as a true 

Divine Comprehension leveler itself. 

Because while they do have the ability to control the Laws of the world, their control lack flexibility and 

lack variability unlike a true Divine Comprehension leveler. 

They could be contained by a few Disk Formation leveler. Not every Disk Formation leveler is as 

abnormal as “that person” 

This is the difference of someone who rush to enter the Divine Comprehension level and one who does 

it after making sure that the foundation is sturdy and stable 

The World Government did not say much toward these matters and the same could be said for the 

Republic. For once they were not the leading voice in the conference. 

Instead, it almost seems like they are pretending to be mute. 

To others their attitude might be confusing. 

After all, for the last six years, when there is the World Conference going on, the loudest voice in these 

gathering of great powers is the World Government, followed by the Republic. this content of 
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And the strongest and loudest voice is Pandemonium which is usually represented by Loki. 

But on this particular conference when someone raises the issue about Death Monarch killing all of 

those Disk Formation leveler, the two most powerful great Powers that is present in the meeting did not 

say anything like they were mute. 

These silence meant approval toward Death Monarch action of killing Disk Formation leveler. 

Then one might ask why would these two great powers defend Pandemonium? 

Could it be that Hirate was afraid of offending Pandemonium? 

No. 

That was not the reason. 

Then how about the Republic? Were they thinking of the complicated relationship between Death 

Monarch and their Ice Queen thus prompting them to help Pandemonium? 

That is not it either. 



The reason why is because after the formation of the Seven Great Powers, the Three Original Great 

powers of the world became even more united. 

To them, these act of calling for Death Monarch to explain himself to the world is just another scheme 

to weaken the power of the Three Great Powers. 

Chapter 716: The triple alliance (1) 

The Three Giants and the Four Great Powers 

Even though there are seven world powers, when someone said the Three Giants, they referred only to 

Pandemonium, the World Government and the Republic. 

Even to the rest of the world, the people were more inclined to be the citizens of these three great 

powers. 

Because to them, these three great powers have stability and deep foundation that separated them 

from the other crowned kings 

That is what they called the other four great powers. The other four great powers were crowned by 

Death Monarch. 

The Crowned Kings 

The continent was given to them. OF course the reality couldn’t have been more different. 

Death Monarch in the first place have never conquered those continents. 

But his act of crowning the other four great powers, redistributing the continent of the world and 

separating and dividing borders and lines of the world had given the world the false impression that he 

was the one that gave the land to the great power. 

The truth was if he really wanted to conquer the world at that time, while he could do that with his 

power, the whole world would be against him and who knows what happens then. 

If millions of people fought him could he focused on reaching Divine Comprehension and maintain his 

superiority over all others? It would be impossible 

He would be wasting his time and stray further from his own path and might even lose all the things that 

he had built if he stubbornly persisting on doing things like that 

And the truth is that when the other four great power was given the continent, it was them that have to 

open up lands, eradicating the monster that was there and they also have to fight the local power that 

was already entrenched there to establish their authority 

If Death Monarch really desire to rule the word, these arduous task would be his to be solved. 

But by separating and given these faction and organization the authority and right of ruling, they were 

the ones that have to solve all of these problems 

But because of the image that Death Monarch had created for himself, to the rest of the world, it was 

Death Monarch that gave the land and as such the prestige he gains was immense. 
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One could feel that the four great powers did not like this at all. It felt like all their sweat and blood were 

invalidated 

Death Monarch gain prestige and power with the least minimal effort. Azief might not look like it but he 

once was an Emperor in a long dream. 

He knows how to distribute power and knows how to manipulate the public perception if he really put 

his mind to it. 

The reason why he rarely does so is simply because he does not really have to. When you reach a certain 

level of power, you could even ignore public perception. 

And Azief have reached that level. 

Even to the resident of those land where they are under the four powers, they believe that the superior 

powers that ruled the world is the Three Giants this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 
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The interest of the three great powers have always been interconnected even more so when Loki serves 

as regent 

if there is one thing that worries Hirate and Boris, it was whether Death Monarch would change the 

policy of the Central Government of Pandemonium. 

Unlike the Republic that needs the confirmation of one third of the Senate for emergency measures, or 

the World Government that needs the approval of the Quorum Council, Pandemonium moves according 

to the whims of Death Monarch. 

He could instate one policy in the morning and abolish it by the end of the evening. 

While one could argue giving so much power to one man is corruption itself, it is undeniable that such 

power is useful in making swift decision and uniting and consolidating force to make sure the 

organization is strong. 

Pandemonium is luckily under the whims of someone so uninterested in expanding and fighting for 

more power that in doing so, they become even more powerful 

Death Monarch had rarely concerns himself with the matters of the world. But not concerned about it 

does not mean he is blind toward the current of the world 

There were a few times Death Monarch went out or make orders that inerter with the world. 

Narleod sit down and they are all in silence thinking about what to do 

The scary thing about Pandemonium was that when Death Monarch is there, even if they interfere with 

the world, no one could stop them. 

If Death Monarch is some kind of psychopathic mass murderer, the world would have been hell to live 

in. 

To the World Government and to the Republic, the return of Death Monarch brings them mixed 

emotions. 



While Hirate always said to his secretary that he does not like dealing with the Trickster that is just his 

simple complaint. 

To him, if he compared Death Monarch and Loki, Hirate would probably prefer dealing with the 

Trickster. 

The reason is because while the trickster has many tricks of his own, he did not hold any animosity 

towards him. 

On the other hand, the same could not be said between Death Monarch and him. There is a history 

between them and that history is not a peaceful one 

Hirate have tried twice to kill Death Monarch. And Death Monarch had even tried to kill him. If not for 

the intervention of Loki, he would probably die that day 

Those two times had shown the world how unkillable Death Monarch really is. And after that two times, 

Hirate had chosen the way of reconciliation with Death Monarch. 

Since you could not kill them, you at least need not anger them. Now, that Death Monarch has returned, 

Hirate is curious about Death Monarch next moves. 

He is also curious what he would do when he knows that the World Government has a World Gate 

In the side of the Republic, Boris is worried about the return of Death Monarch because of his sister. 

The fact that his sister breaks seclusion the moment Death Monarch returns is something that does not 

bode well. 

The Republic have strengthened their grip on Europe and that grip was tightened because of the 

existence of his sister. 

Boris himself is not weak but compared to his sister, he lacks certain power. 

But unlike most stories where the sibling felt jealous of each other abilities and powers, the story 

between Boris and Katarina is quite different. 

Boris did not mind to die for his sister and the same could be said for the feeling that his sister held for 

him. 

They are a loving siblings that loved each other and would die for each other. 

Abused by their father, Boris had always taken the brunt of their father wrath. 

Chapter 717: The triple alliance (2) 

While not everyone knows about this dark past of these pair of siblings, most that stand tall over the 

world knows about it. 

To Katarina, her brother has always been her protector. To Boris, Katarina had always been the light that 

guides him in his darkest moment 

She had never disobey her brother. 
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And he never had to give an order. That is because the reason why she did not disobey is not because 

she fears her brother. She loves him and respected him 

She did not need to crave for attention with her brother because he always gave her the attention 

And he showers her with all the love he could give. And he always protected her. After the Fall, with 

Katarina fast advancement, he thought he could put down his protection. 

Katarina had grown stronger even more than him and he felt good and peaceful knowing that even 

without him, she would be safe. 

Then Death Monarch appears. when it comes to Death Monarch, Boris was wary. 

He was reminded of the matter around seven years ago when Death Monarch was fighting Purunghasa 

and he had tried to stop her from aiding Death Monarch. 

One could only imagine his despair when he looks at that Mountain of Everlasting Love. His sister 

sacrifice herself to seal her and Death Monarch in a mountain. 

He nearly went crazy when he thought that Katarina was dead. 

If not for Loki words that Death Monarch and Katarina is just healing their injuries, he might have flipped 

out and truly become crazy. 

Even during the eradication of the Weronians, the one most crazed and eager to kill Weronians is the 

Republic. 

Everyone have their own thoughts and opinions. And some of them have their own scheme and plot. 

Nobody likes to be under pandemonium especially under such an unpredictable and arbitrary person 

such as Death Monarch. 

The fact is if not for the strength that Death Monarch possess the Seven great powers could be equal in 

power, each one controlling their continent without the interference of others. 

But since Pandemonium is the strongest, it dictates the world policy at large. 

And with the other two great powers which is the Republic and the World Government standing on 

Pandemonium side, they maintain this monopoly of power. 

The debate about the judgment of Death Monarch continues in that dimly lit room. 

Other say a few words, another said a few words, round and round it goes around the table, with the 

Republic and the World Government remain silent. 

The meeting has been going around for two hours until finally there is nothing more left to debate. 

The other four great powers finally stopped beating around the bush and then the Order of Thinker said 

toward Hirate. 

‘Hirate. What say you? Should we send a summon to Death Monarch to answer for his crime and explain 

his wanton massacre?’ Hirate who was closing his eyes finally open his eyes and then lazily said 



‘Did he do any crime?’ this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to 
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‘He sank down an archipelago. Many people died. The rising waves from his attack sank down countless 

of ship that was sailing the Arabian Sea at that time.’ 

‘Did he? I see only a sword coming down to sunk down that piece of land. Who is to say that it is Death 

Monarch doing? Where is the proof that he was the one that did it?’ he said casually 

Boris was just silent on his throne. 

The other leaders frowned. 

It is clear that Hirate is trying to cover up for Pandemonium. The fact that the Three Giants cover up 

each other is not something new. 

It all began six years ago in the first few months of Death Monarch departure. 

In the absence of Death Monarch, Loki, Hirate and Boris created a Triumvirate. The Triple Alliance as 

some of the leaders of the Great Power called it. 

They might not like each other, and it is known that there is bad blood between Boris and Hirate but the 

fact is the four great powers is always allied with each other and trying to minimize the power of the 

Three Giants 

And this is worsened because of the bad blood between all the three original great powers. 

Pandemonium for example had attacked Island of Peace two times and wreck it apart hurting the 

foundation of the World government. 

That alone had killed ten thousands of lives. Most importantly, with each victory, the World 

Government position is weakened 

It is only now that they regain back what they have lost and made a full recovery in all sector. It took 

them six years to recover after two battles that did not even span a day. 

Nowadays, the scene of a one person attacking a world power is rare to be seen and even harder to 

succeed. 

The reason is simple. This is because the rate of leveling up had slowed down. At that time, Death 

Monarch was the strongest out of everyone and there is only a few Disk Formation leveler. 

And not to mention, he was the first that reach the highest level of his realm. 

He attacked World Government when he is in Energy Disperse Stage and another when he is in Disk 

Formation 

That is the bad blood between World Government and Pandemonium. 

As for the Republic, while they did not have any grudges against Pandemonium, they do have grudges 

with the World Government. 



All of these past conflict made it impossible for the Three Giants to reconcile with each other unless 

there is someone that could put down their pride first. 

If this when Death Monarch was present, such alliance between the Three Greta power would be 

impossible since “that person” is very prideful 

It would be beneath him to deign to meet the two other world power and even cooperate. It is 

arrogance befitting the strongest person in the world 

That is because he is capable to fight off all the great power by himself if he desires at that time. 

But Loki was not. 

Chapter 718: The triple alliance (3) 

To resolve all the bad blood and conflict of the past between the Three Giants, Loki, Hirate and Boris 

once held a secret meeting in Kiyosu Castle in Aichi prefecture of japan. 

The Kiyosu Kaigi as the people of the Empire of Japan called it. Hirate undoubtedly was trying to repeat 

the famous Kiyosu Kaigi. 

The Kiyosu Kaigi in history is about the meeting in Kiyosu after the death of Oda Nobunaga to decide the 

matter of who shall succeed Oda Nobunaga. 

Only this new meeting inside Kiyosu Castle did not determine the succession of a family clan, instead it 

talked about the matters of the past and the plans for the future 

This small meeting, attended only by the few, created a period of tense diplomatic situation with the 

other Four Great Powers trying to infiltrate the meeting. 

The end result of the meeting was that it forged an alliance between the Three Original Great Powers. 

No one knows what was discussed in that meeting but after the meeting, it is clear to everyone that the 

Triple Alliance between Pandemonium, World Government and the Republic was established. 

Pandemonium was not opened but trade was flourishing with the Triple Alliance. The Quorum Council 

give their assent and the Senate of the Republic al voted aye on the cooperation. 

At the time of this formation of the Triple Alliance, the news shakes the world order. This is because it 

shows to the world, that the Three original great power still retain their powers in dictating the matters 

of the world. 

As such the Triple Alliance protect each other in the world stage, trying to minimize anything the four 

great powers effort of undermining their power and influence. 

And as the alliance was formed between their continents, it also created a triumvirate situation in the 

World Council with Loki, Hirate and Boris holding the final say in many of the policy and rule making. 

The other leaders look at Boris. 

‘How about you Boris? You agree with Hirate?’ 

Boris snorted and said 
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‘I know nothing about matters in the Arabian Sea’ 

‘You did not see the sword?’ Nunurai asked 

‘I was inside the Senate Hall at that time’ It is clear from the tone and the way they answered the 

question, that the Republic and the World Government is shielding Pandemonium from any blame. 

To everyone, it is obvious that the only one that have the ability and the guts to do such thing is only 

“that person” 

Who would dare to be so flamboyant and overbearing other than “that person” 

Not to mention there is even a video recording of the act. 

‘There is video recording’ Nunurai said. Hirate held up his hand gesturing he doesn’t know of any 

recording. 

‘I don’t have one’ Boris said coldly. 

There is tense silence in the room after that exchange. Eric signed and then he said 

‘There is law and order. Or did you already forget what you yourself said? The foundation of our peace is 

the very law and order that we, the great powers had upheld. These laws that we enforce is what made 

the world calm down. It is the reason we have our current peace. It is the reason why those Disk 

Formation and pseudo Divine Comprehension levelers that is secluding themselves in caves and deep 

sea toe the line. It is because when they break the law, we would capture them and judge them. Order! 

That is what we offer. And that is what we have always done even not to the best interest of our own 

power base.’ 

The other four great power nodded. 

They were a few cases where one of their generals or officials who broke the laws in the article and had 

to pay for their crimes either by doing hard labor or imprisoned in the Undersea Prison. 

‘If we ignore this, this law that we have upheld for all of these years would crumble. Once we begin 

making exception, you know how the world would react. It would become a precedent.’ He paused and 

then sighing, he addresses the other leaders of the world power and then his gaze rested on Hirate 

‘Would you not understand how those factions and organization would react? Underneath the sea, their 

people are imprisoned. Others were sent to the Sky Prison in the Moon and labored for the sake of 

redeeming their sins. Once they hear the news that Death Monarch is excluded, what would they think? 

What would they do? The only reason they listen to us is because we have power and we have the will 

of the people behind us while we take on the path of righteousness. If we don’t have that, chaos would 

once again rear its ugly head. They would have wild ideas and it only takes only a matter of time before 

that will ideas of them would be executed’ 

Hirate sighed. 

‘What do you want me to do? My hands are tied. I am not going to step on Pandemonium toes’ but he 

did not let his other thoughts discovered. 



The other reason is he would not easily give the other four great powers the chance to undermine the 

authority of the Triple Alliance. 

Loki might be gone but Death Monarch did not show any sign of breaking this alliance. 

Of course, only one day had passed since Death Monarch return so he might not have made any 

decision regarding the alliance so Hirate could not yet feel at ease but as long as there is no formal 

dissolution of their alliance, the Triple Alliance still stand. 

And Death Monarch is not a person that the World Government want to provoke. It has been enough 

lesson that Death Monarch had taught the World Government. 

As such, unless Death Monarch truly die or suffer such a massive injury that no one could cure him, 

Hirate would think ten times before angering Death Monarch 

There is status quo already in the world and there are other things that occupied Hirate mind. His grand 

goal is no longer restricted on Earth and his cause is noble. 

Everyone waited Hirate decision. Boris sitting on his throne is deeply thinking of something 

Hirate is the one that have the power to held the Great Powers meeting. Or it should be said that he was 

elected to have the power to call upon the Great Powers meeting. this content of novelfullbook.com, if 
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Even Pandemonium signed off on this since they are never interested in hosting other people in their 

Central Palace of Pandemonium 

Every four years there is the Great Powers Summit where all the representatives of the Seven Great 

Powers would meet. 

And the first one was held two years ago. Of course any great power could summon all the World leader 

if there is an issue that affect the world at large. 

As such even though Hirate was not the one that held these emergency meeting, he was the one tasked 

in presiding over these matters. 

Hirate remain silent. So, someone else speak. And the voice come from the Lotus Order seat 

Chapter 719: Looking up at the sky (1) 

 ‘We send an envoy to Pandemonium. This is the right course of action. We must not make an exception 

if we don’t want our effort to become useless’ Emperor of Wei spoke from his seat. Hirate rub his chin 

and sighing he said 

‘I’m not going to take responsibility for this alone’ Hirate had to relent. Even he knew how shameless he 

tries to cover up for Pandemonium 

‘All of us will sign the petition.’ Nunurai said. Boris nodded and then he added 
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‘Let me make something very clear here. We could summon him and we could judge him according to 

the laws but let us not get in over our heads. Nobody here wants a conflict with Pandemonium, right?’ 

he asks and after a few moments of silence the other nodded 

‘Good’ Boris said and then he added 

‘The least we could do is fine him. And we have to explain this to him before we tell him what the 

summon is about. That he just need to make an appearance of going to the World Court, we will then 

list out what he had done and we fined him a few million energy stone and that will be it. Understood? I, 

for one, will not join in a war against Pandemonium. After all, he is there.’ Boris suggested. 

He out of everyone was not pleased with Death Monarch. 

But he also knows the difficulty of removing such a huge mountain that towered above all others. this 
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Trying to remove it would create an avalanche that the world could not endure. That is even if they 

could move the mountain. 

The reason why he proposed such lenient condition is a reason everyone understood. 

They did not want to push Death Monarch too much 

he also knew that if they push Death Monarch too much, and he went mad, then a Great War might 

erupt between the Six Great Power and Pandemonium. 

That would be a World War. Humanity is just in the recovery phase. 

If such a grand and massive war is started, humanity might not be able to bear the brunt and the 

damaged that would have resulted in such a great war. 

Hirate look at Boris and they both nodded at each other. They have reached an understanding. Hirate 

sighs 

Hirate after the many setbacks and the failures he had experience dealing with Death Monarch had 

made him become more mature and wary against this person that he hated, fear and even in some 

instances respected. 

All of these experiences have changed him. The selfish man that pretends to be a righteous person is 

slowly becoming that righteous person. 

He had been pretending to be a righteous person for so long, that he slowly become a righteous person. 

He is not entirely free of greed but he no longer possesses such possessive greed that would destroy the 

world. 

He had learned pain when he was young. But what he didn’t learn was how everybody else also have 

their own pain. He did not lack the ability to empathize with other people. 

The fact was when he was young, he had no leisure moment to empathize with other people when his 

entire life is a battle against an unfair world. 



He seeks power and influence regardless of anything. And he became monstrous because the people he 

fought are all monsters. 

But becoming the President of the World Government he tries to unify the heart of the people and 

pretending to be good and righteous, using the One World Government slogan. 

And he began to be surrounded by those people who truly believe in this ideas and his noble aspiration. 

And these people are like a ray of light in the darkness of the world 

And like a fish that have been living in complete darkness, that have lost its sight because of the 

darkness, a ray of light surrounded him. 

And slowly, like a miracle, he could see and he could feel and he slowly gravitate to its warmth. And so, 

he become less hideous. 

Hirate close his eyes as he thinks of many things. 

For many that survives and saw the horrors of the Weronian War, they were changed by such 

experience. 

Pandikar was the one that change the most which promoted him to seek battle with Death Monarch. 

His death changes the world. 

To the high ranking members of the World Government, there is no doubt that Pandikar death changed 

the world because in his death, he manages to do the impossible. 

To make Death Monarch changes his mind. If Pandikar is still alive, he might have been fine dying 

knowing that his act of dying had prompted Death Monarch to care 

Nowadays, Hirate is truly worried about the declining population of humanity and the fate of humanity 

itself. 

It is why he created Project Genesis and why he invested in the World Gate research and development. 

He wanted humanity to have a chance of survival. Next time, another alien civilization came to Earth, 

they might be even more powerful and they might not be harmless or peaceful like the Orvanians. 

Hirate out of everyone in this room knows that there is countless of civilization beyond the stars and 

while some of them are peaceful, some of them are not. 

That is the matter of humanity. On the other hand, what they are discussing now is about 

Pandemonium. 

They all do not welcome a great war between them and Pandemonium. 

if such a great war erupts, it is still not clear where the other great powers will stand. 

World Government might not necessarily join the alliance of the other six great power. 

As for Boris, even he himself is not sure that he would stand on the side of the four great powers 

considering the complicated relationship between his sister and Death Monarch 



Whatever the case, his suggestion was meant to appease the populace and assure that the law and 

order that has been established is still intact. 

What Eric said was not entirely unreasonable. If one man were allowed to flout the laws, then others 

would also come to the conclusion, that they too could flout the laws if they were as powerful as Death 

Monarch. 

The more it is like that, the weaker the law became. Until it is rendered useless. 

And they could not allow that. 

Peace was built upon that law. 

There is a reason why Disk Formation leveler all toe the line. 

They were only employed when the other side also employs a Disk Formation leveler and this has 

created a system 

Most of Disk Formation leveler become General of the army, standing on high position in many 

administration and military governance of the Seven Great Powers and did not battle one on one in the 

battlefield with the rest of the soldiers 

The battle between a Disk Formation leveler could change the terrains of the world, sunk island and 

cleave mountains apart 

Such power is akin using a powerful weapon of mass destruction. Boris sighed. 

Then he said 

‘I don’t think that Death Monarch would be that angry if we explain this to him.’ The other leaders 

nodded. Only Hirate did not show any response. 

To everyone this is a good idea. 

Of course this matter does not need to be leaked to other people. 

They probably would stage the whole thing and fine Pandemonium with a few millions of energy stones 

which is only a paltry amount to Pandemonium which had a lot of energy stone mine. 

Then they would release a statement that said Death Monarch had accepted his judgment at the World 

Court. 

As for how to explain the death of so many people in the archipelago, they would release a statement 

that said all the people that was there is the member of the Crime Alliance and they could also pin some 

other crime on them like human experimentation or any other crime that is suitable to enhance people 

anger toward the Crime Alliance. 

Everyone would be happy and nobody would lose anything. 

The populace would be happy that the law still remains intact and show that even the strongest person 

in the world could not get out of the law without anything happening to him. 



Of course, they would publish that even though Death Monarch intention is noble, he still break the law 

of the Article and as the one that drafted the law he acknowledges his fault and think carefully before 

doing such thing again. 

The crux of the matter is not the fact that Death Monarch kills a member of the Crime Alliance. 

The crux of the matter was that he killed a Disk Formation levelers without authorization and without 

any agreement with the other great powers. 

It is arbitrary and lawless. 

Chapter 720: Looking up at the sky (2) 

If they were captured, these people could be taken to the Undersea Prison or the Sky Prison in the 

Moon to serve as labor for the many projects undertaken by the Great Powers 

This farce would calm the people and make them confident of the law and order of the great powers. 

While all of these people thinking positively of the suggestion that Boris had made, only Hirate frown. In 

his mind, he thought to himself 

‘These people clearly don’t know Death Monarch’ he only sighed and then knowing he could not fight 

the general tide he nodded and said 

‘Fine. We will send envoys. I will sign the letter but I’m not going to supply an envoy. You decide among 

yourself who will send an envoy. I am washing my hand off from this’ 

Some of them frowned but the fact that they have managed to make Hirate concede is enough for 

them. 

After another hour of talking about it, five of the World Power decided to send five envoys together 

forming a delegation to Pandemonium. The meeting was concluded and the envoy was sent to 

Pandemonium that evening. 

At the same time this was happening in the Island of Peace a lot of other things was happening all over 

the world that will affect the future 

Unknown to many people, Azief and the Golden Speedster had planned to seek the Oracle on the fifth 

day of his return. 

The only one who knows this is Death Monarch, the Golden Speedster and the Oracle inside the 

Stonehenge. 

The second day is slowly passing by. There is three more days before the fateful day that would change 

the future. 

Loki in his ship of bones is preparing, the Oracle is waiting and in some dark corners of the world, a 

person is smiling moving his chess pieces. 

That evening the delegation from the World Powers arrived at Pandemonium shocking the world. 
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This time, the responses of the other Six Power is swift. Everyone could guess why they came and what 

they wanted to say to Death Monarch. 

Everyone was waiting for the conclusion of this matter. 

The Central Government allowed them to enter the Centre Palace but Death Monarch was not there, 

instead he was spending some time inside that two story house with the white picket fence. 

If one passed by that house, they could hear the laughter of happiness from a pair of lovers. No one 

knows but Azief had decided to spend the five days he had with Sofia. 

For five days he tries to forget all that he had saw. 

But his peace was disturbed by the delegation as the officials of the court relay to him the words that 

the world powers had send to him. 

He did not meet with the envoys but he understood the plan of the World Powers. Then he wrote a 

letter on a beast skin, put it inside a special envelope and send it to the delegation. this content of 

novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue 

reading, fastest update hourly 

That evening, the delegation came and a few hours after they came, as evening turns to sunset, they got 

a letter from Death Monarch with the instruction to open the letter in front of their leaders. 

Inside that letter is his answer. There was no feasting or some otherwise political play like before. 

Now, that person is in Pandemonium so the Central Government, The Three Army and all the other 

forces in the court of Pandemonium did not dare play any games. 

The King has returned and all they could do is chant All Hail the King 

Night came and as the envoys return to the Island of Peace to relay the letter to the world leaders, an 

unexpected guest arrived in front of the two story house. 

That day, with the meeting of the six leader from the Six Great Power it became an impetus for some 

event to begin playing itself out. 

That night as Azief was standing on the yard, with Sofia leaning on his chest looking at the stars, two 

people had managed to come into Pandemonium undetected. 

If this two people was not someone that he had known Azief would have kill them simply for trying to 

come near the white picket fence of the house. 

But the two had an offer and it is an offer he likes. That night another thing happens. Night turns to 

midnight and midnight turns to dawn. 

And morning arrived. 

The third day arrived and another news once again shakes the world. 

In the morning, the identity of the two people that came to meet Death Monarch in the dark of night is 

finally revealed. 



The two people is the illusionist Archmage Hikigaya and Thunder Monarch Oreki, the Twin Sages of 

Japan 

These meeting would probably not be construed as something ominous if not for the timing of the 

meeting. 

It gives cause for concerns. Why would these two people of great power meet with Death Monarch right 

after Death Monarch turns the delegation away with a letter? 

What are they planning? 

And while the news reported that the three met, the news did not report what they were talking about. 

People still remembers that during Death Monarch fight with the Heavens, there are a few people that 

went out and protected and fight against the Heaven to give Death Monarch a chance of survival and 

breakthrough. 

These people are considered true heroes and heroines of the world. 

Some people even lamented the fact that these people are not in the same faction. If they were in the 

same team, they would be the greatest protector of Earth against any enemies that would come 

Raymond, Hikigaya, Oreki, Katarina and Sofia was there. As for Katarina and Sofia, their participation is 

expected. 

But not the participation of Raymond, Hikigaya and Oreki. 

But maybe because of that, the tension between these people were not as serious as the world would 

you have believed them to be. 

Raymond and Hikigaya might be under the World Government but it is clear that those two very much 

respected Death Monarch 

The same could be said for Raymond. 

So, the fact that two of the top ranking members of World Government met with the ruler of 

Pandemonium is surely something that shook the world. 

The entire world is waiting with bated breath of the next development. 

Giants are moving and they fear they would be trampled under these giant’s foot 

Like the impending sign of a storm, in just three days, events happened after one another that 

threatened the peace of the world. 

The White Owl ask in their news 

What did the Thunder Monarch and Illusionist Archmage spoke about with Death Monarch? 

Why would they spoke privately with Death Monarch and why would Death Monarch accept their 

arrival? 

Is the Twin Sages thinking of seceding from the World Government like the Seven Warlords of Greece? 



What is the words in the letter that he sends to the Great Powers? Will Death Monarch show his face 

and attend the World Court? 

And what plan does “that person” have? 

And like always, the people of the world look at the sky and wish that there is no storm. But dark clouds 

are gathering and the sound of thunder rumbling could be heard. 

Something is about to happen and everyone is preparing for it. Time is running out. 

Chess pieces are being moved and until the pieces are put down who knows who are attacking and who 

is defending? Who knows who would win and who would lose until the last moment? 

Three days remain until Death Monarch meet the Oracle 

 


